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Live Issue Fixes Included in Sage 200 2011  

Sage 200 v2011 contains fixes documented here.  
 
The list below contains a list of the live issues reported to us by our Business Partners and Customers. The list is 
organised by functional area or by module.  

Issues: 

Functional Area or 
Module Affected 

Issue Tracking 
System Reference 
Number (where 
appropriate) 

Description 

Amendability   

 3416 SageObjectStore.AddIn files are not loading when switching 
between companies. 

 3417 Form designer will not launch if Sage 200 form is prepopulated. 

 WL3609 Sage.Accounting.Reporting.Report missing SpoolItemNumber 
property. 

 3617 Transient Data Models cannot have exclamation marks in the 
name. 

 3639 Model Extension Packager does not work if a database column 
has a space in it. 

 3785 Additions to tblSessionInfo table in Config DB lead to 
performance degradation. 

 3931 Swapping between companies breaks databinding to AddIn fields. 

Report Designer   

 3687 Adding SysCompanyLocations in Join Editor stops report/layout 
from being generated. 

Installation   

 3552 Installation rolls back. Failed while processing Websites error. 

 

System 
Administration 

  

 3605 When updating v2009 database to v2010, BOM components held 
against BOM operations are not being moved across from v2009 
to v2010. 

 3914 Failed to Run SQL script ‘SchemaMigration’ error when updating 
database. 
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Suite Online Help   

 N/A Feedback mechanism not working. 

Cash Book    

 3396 Cannot print transaction listing on an account created with an 
account reference which includes ‘\’ (back slash) character. 

Sales Ledger   

 3758 Base currency balance for Euro customers is not calculated 
correctly. 

Purchase Ledger   

 3517 Remittances not generated when using new .layout format and 
summarise has been selected. 

 3529 Suggested Payments report says Total Exceeds Maximum 
Cheque Value on all items if maximum cheque value is 0 (zero). 

 3689 Total exceeds maximum cheque value on Maximum Payments 
report. 

Nominal Ledger   

 3546 Cannot run any Financial Statements reports. Error message 
given is: Sequence contains no elements. 

 3703 Profit and Loss report for Euro returns incorrect values. 

 3899 Time out message received when running Year End. 

Bill of Materials   

 2547 Select All does not select all BOMs in Update Operations. 

 WL 2976 Would like to update setup rates across all BOMs globally. 

 WL 3424 Resources do not inherit time units from the resource groups. 

 
3642 

Error when trying to run BOM explosion report in v2010 with 
company specific layouts folder. 

 
3757 

BOM is not made active when the stock code is initially 
component and later changed to built item. 

 
3866 

Rounding error when costing a BOM with specific component 
values. 

 
3913 

BOM costing breakdown does not match the total cost at the foot 
of the BOM costing screen. 

 
3928 

It is not possible to add a component to a BOM operation with a 
quantity of 0 (zero). 
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Bill of Materials 
contd. 

3937 Confirm build can send 1p rounding posting to suspense account. 

 
3940 

A specific combination of keystrokes and options selected results 
in a BOM being deleted. 

Business 
Intelligence 

  

 2446 
When adding a new group to a report, get the error: Unable to 
Create Item List Grouping. 

 
3647 Balance sheet analysis report has profit and loss members 

selected by default. 

 
3776 BI data warehouse upgrade takes a long time when a large 

number of archived transactions exist. 

Manufacturing   

Estimating 
3818 

Multi estimate entry does not allow saving a description to a line 
without a product code. 

 
3855 

Incorrect quantity on an estimate when a component has a scrap 
percentage value. 

Planning 
1891 

Cannot action only ‘make’ or only ‘buy’ recommendations for 
items within Tags tab in MRP record. Both types are actioned. 

 
3261 

Current free stock in Stock Projection is displaying the free stock 
as it was when MRP was last run and not the current free stock. 

 
3696 

Stock reorder level demand is excluded when the stock item uses 
the default warehouse for the recommended make location. 

 3909 Using Purchase Order Processing prevents MPS from running. 

Works Order 
Processing 

WL1515 Cannot enter a date when completing and closing a Works Order. 

 
3665 

When a works order is created from a BOM, the piece work flag in 
the Works Order operation does not reflect the setting in the BOM 
operation. 

 
3762 

The works order setting Copy Attached Files from BOM/Estimate 
on the Record tab, does not work for BOM attachments. 

 
3926 

The sequence of operations on a works order created from an 
estimate is not correct. 

 
3945 

Allocate sales orders causes subassemblies to be allocated to 
sales orders for parent. 

 3996 Instruction column on the Components tab is absent from v2010. 
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Graphical Planner 
2724 

Stock integration issues when upgrading to Assembly Controller 
from Sage Graphical Planner. 

 
3661 

Partially tracked works order end date not being updated when 
data is sent back to works orders from Graphical Planner. 

Manufacturing Date 
Roll On Utility 

3760 Exclusion button causes unhandled exception. 

 


